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Walk, Walk, Walk!
Walking to school lets us have a gulp of fresh air and helps us focus in class. 
We are grateful that we can see our friends while we walk and love the fact that we 
are able to see them, even though the current situation with the pandemic. There is 
no need to get stuck in traffic and be late for school if we walk. 
Also, remember, a small act of kindness leads to a BIG difference. 

By Evani S and Daniyal H 5H

Contemplative Prayer 
In July, the whole school used the Contemplative Prayer Space for the first time. It is a little 
clearing behind the Year 4 classrooms where there are inspirational verses from the Bible on 
logs and signs. As it is also a nature area, there are bug hotels, and it has been left deliberately 
natural. Some of the exercises we practiced there were: being still – in order to help us be 
calm, being thankful – to help us focus on the good and letting go - letting the sad things go so 
we can remain happy. Our favourite is letting things go because it is linked to a hand movement 
of dropping things, which makes it more 
powerful, and it helps us move forward in life. 

Isla B and Lola M 5M

RIPPLES DAY
This term, the whole of Year 6 held 
a day to raise money for charity. 
We collaborated with each other to 
organise lots of fun activities for all 
the children across the school, from 
Reception to Year 5, to take part 
in. These included play your cards 
right, guess the song, secret agent 
obstacle courses and paper aeroplane 
challenges. Year 6 had such a great time 
running the stalls and we hope the rest 
of the school enjoyed the day too!

Ellie S 6H and Mya H 6H
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In one of John Lennon’s lesser known songs there is a line which seems most apt at the end of another 
extraordinary year: ‘Life is what happens when you are busy making other plans.’ Many of our plans 
for this term have had to be reconsidered, but the enthusiasm of our children and the dedication and 
creativity of the staff team has ensured that there has been plenty to enjoy, to engage the children 
and to enrich their learning. 

On behalf of the staff and governors I wish all our families a happy, 
healthy and relaxing summer break. It is very well deserved.

Nicola Flower, Headteacher



Our first 
year at 
school
‘I enjoy learning in the Maths area 
because it helps me learn lots of numbers. 
I can use the little logs to thread and count 
in twos.’ Henry R

‘The best thing is the reading area because 
I have learnt to read different books by 
sounding out the words.’ Lucy S 

‘My favourite thing is P.E. because we do 
lots of fun stuff like doing the obstacle 
course and it helps me to learn to jump off 
things.’ Jaiveer R

‘I loved it when the spaceship landed on 
the field and we got to learn all about 
Space.’ Henrik A

‘I have loved learning to read and how to 
write my name.’ Fraser K

‘The best thing about being at school is all 
of my friends.’ Tallulah B

Super 
Swimming
This term, we were so excited to get 
back into our swimming pool. We have 
had lots of fun learning different strokes 
from our teacher; I have learnt to swim 
like a dolphin and a frog. My favourite is 
breast stroke because of the way you pull 
up to breathe and then dive back down. 
We have also become more confident at 
swimming underwater because we had 
to swim through hoops. Thank you to 
Ross and Joe for helping us. 

Sadie M and Raj R 4T

BEHAVIOURS 
FOR LEARNING
This year in Year 3 my favourite 
behaviour for learning has been creativity. 
I love being creative because I get to think 
of new ideas and different designs. In 
History my favourite creative activity was 
making my own Iron Age roundhouse. I 
made the walls out of chocolate fingers, 
the hay bales out of cork and the roof 
was made from hay and cardboard. I 
even had a real torch to show the fire. I 
was very proud when it was finished. 

Alessia M 3M

Man on the Moon 
During our “Man on the Moon” 
workshop, we worked with Grace who told 
us about Neil Armstrong’s life, as he was 
growing up, and his journey to the moon. 
We travelled back in time and worked 
in threes to act as the astronauts, during 
the Apollo 11 mission. I got to be Neil 
Armstrong with all the space controls! This 
was my favourite topic in Year 2 and it will 
100% stay in my head for a long, long time. 
Grace BR and Jasper JV 2M

Money Morning 
In Maths we have been learning about money. 
We learnt that you can get money by: earning 
it, finding it, winning it, or being gifted it. 
People who have jobs, get money for their 
work, we learnt this by solving a puzzle to 
match jobs with their descriptions. You can 
use money to buy things such as toys, but we 
should think carefully about what it is needed 
for and ways we could also use it charitably. 
Lyla C 2B and Saanvi J 2M

Mayan Cookery
In History since half term we have 
learnt about the Mayans and have 
been making Mayan foods. Because of 
Covid we have created the actual food 
at home and brought it into school 
for tasting. We then completed the 
evaluation form. We have made salsa, 
guacamole, tortillas and corn cakes. 
We have enjoyed them all but tortilla 
wraps were our favourite. However, 
this week we are going to make hot 
chocolate. We think this will be the 
most popular because who doesn’t 
like chocolate even if it contains 
cinnamon and chilli!

Arthur O’L, Sienna V & Anna C Year 5

Kew   Gardens
We went to Kew Gardens and we got to go on a coach. When we got there we saw 
labels on trees like sweet chestnut and so much more. We had our lunch and we had 
some breaks. Half of the children went to the desert and rainforest and the other half 
went to the Hive. My favourite part of Kew Gardens 
was the Hive. If you listen closely you will hear music 
there. I loved looking at all the flowers. 

Bernice T , Coby S, Ryan-Jay S 1W

Geography Walk
We went on a Geography walk around Gerrards Cross and 
learned how to use a map to find our way. We had to match 
things we saw with pictures of them on a sheet. We spotted 
lots of human features like post boxes, signposts and shops. 
Opposite the park we saw where the original Gerrards 
Cross School was built. We are thankful that some 
of our mummies could come with us to help.

Anand-Jeevan S & Lily W 1W, Amelie H & Ryan B 1L

Celtic 
Harmony
In June, we visited Celtic Harmony to learn more about pre-historic Britain in the Stone, 
Bronze and Iron Ages. We enjoyed lots of activities on the day that took us back in 
time and taught us about how people in Britain used to live. Archery was important for 
hunting and we made headbands and added war paint that would have been worn by 
Celtic Warriors – we even learned how these warriors were able to defend 
themselves against attackers! 

William S and Charlie C 3A

African 
drummers
This year we have been learning African 
drumming. Each week Mrs Lee comes 
to teach us new rhythms and songs. We 
use two different types of drums, the 
traditional djembe and the turbano. We 
have learned to play different rhythms in 
parts, a clapping song called the Rhythm 
Canon and sometimes we sing songs in a 
round. Although some of the rhythms are 
really hard, we try to use determination to 
keep going. Our favourite piece we 
have learned is Yankadi and 
it even includes hand signals.

Scarlett E and Woody R 4O

Fairtrade
In Geography we learnt about Fairtrade, and how 
it helps people in poorer countries. We played 
a game where we pretended to be farmers or 
sweet makers. We had to colour in our produce 
and sell it to the bank. My group made sweets and 
got paid more than the farmers, but they worked 
just as hard. We didn’t think it was fair that some groups had better resources and it made us 
frustrated. We learnt that Fairtrade helps farmers to be treated fairly. 

Mariyah Q 4T, Isla M and Lily T 4O

Sports Day was a great success! We did track, 
field and skill events. I liked the hurdle race 
the best because you had to jump and run all 
in one go. I really enjoyed Sports Day because 
I loved being part of a team. The 
finals were the best bit because we all 
cheered and clapped for the boys and 
girls who ran the sprint race. I was 
proud that everybody tried really 
hard but also that we had lots of fun. 

Daniel M 2B , Lucy B and Bea S 2M

Forest School is great! We get to do so many 
fun things including den building and drinking 
hot chocolate. At the end of each week Miss 
Bartropp chooses a leader and they get to 
decide which game we are going to play 
and they wear the special necklace. Forest 
School has taught us new skills such as having 
a positive attitude and we have used our 
Behaviour for Learning - collaboration which 
has helped us to have 
good teamwork. 

Jack C 3M

Forest School

KS1 Sports Day

PlayGround funPlayGround fun
We have lots of new playground toys to help us to be active at playtime. I couldn’t skip before, 
but now I have practised with our new skipping ropes and I can do it! Some of us have even 
learned to hula hoop and walk on stilts. The cup and ball game is quite difficult, but we 
showed lots of determination and we are getting better at landing the cup in the ball. 
We are very thankful that we have lots of different things to play with at break times.

Anaya K, Lyla C, Yasmin S, Ishaan S, Orla D 1W



 PTA NEWS
As another school year comes to a close and 
Summer is beckoning, I’d like to just say a massive 
thank you to all parents, carers, class reps and 
teachers on behalf of the PTA for finishing this term 
so well!!! It’s been a less than normal year, but I’d like 
to thank our school community for pulling together 
and making the best of all the small opportunities.

The PTA couldn’t function without your support and 
even with all the restrictions and regulations, we have 
raised close to £14,000! Thank you all!! The children 
will benefit greatly from your endeavours.

Highlights of this term and before are:

“Bounce for Books” which saw every pupil (and 
even some members of staff, who will remain a 
mystery!) bouncing for one minute on a bouncy 
castle. It was a perfectly fun-filled, sunny day and so 
far, we have raised over £4,500 towards a new school 
library of books. Our just giving page will remain 
open for anyone who would still like to give towards 
this important project. We would like to say a big 
thank you to Chhokar & Co Solicitors, Gerrards 
Cross for their support with sponsoring the bouncy 
castle hire and notecard printing on this event.

“Krispy Kreme Sale” which was an extremely 
popular event and saw us running out of doughnuts!! 
Many apologies to the hungry crowd who didn’t 
get to buy a doughnut on the first day. We really 
appreciate your support!

“Sunflower Sale” which proved an amusing few 
hours putting together some rather soily kits in 
Claire Marsh’s kitchen – we do hope everyone found 
their seeds in the bag and your sunflower is growing 
stronger and taller by the day. Please remember 
to send any photos to: gxschoolpta@gmail.com 
and let us know what lofty heights you reach. We 
look forward to announcing the winners of this 
competition in September.

“Fantasy Football League” was very popular with 
our children and families, raising over £340 in total. 
We are pleased to announce the winners of our first 
Fantasy Football League are Judah and Liberty Lion. 
Well done the Lion family! We will be running the 
League again in August, so please look out for the 
details on our PTA website and support if you can.

“Easter Egg Hunt” which saw 353 children and 
their families trail around Gerrards Cross commons 
with a Fego surprise at the end. We appreciate Fego’s 
partnership on this event and remain grateful for 
these collaborations. We hope your children had fun 
finding all the clues and being out and about again in 
their local community.

Your purchases through “Amazon Smile” have 
effortlessly raised £128 for the school and I would 
encourage you to use this method of purchase 
whenever possible to help our school fundraising.

And how could we forget, our most used addition to 
the school, our School Recycling Bin. Thank you so 
much for supporting this so well and generating such 
regular collections from our school. This is a great 
way to give and to gain.

We couldn’t have done any of this without you and 
we are very much looking forward to September 
and hopefully bringing back all the much loved events 
that we haven’t been able to hold this year. It would 
be fabulous to have more people join our PTA team, 
so please email us if you are interested, it really is 
good fun!!! 

Wishing you a glorious summer holidays and see you 
in September!

P.S. Date for your Diaries: Back to School 
Social on Friday 17th September 2021 at the 
Memorial Hall, Gerrards Cross. This is set to be a 
fun, relaxed event with music, food and drink to 
connect and gather with our school community

Thank you!

Your PTA

PACCAR
Our trip to PACCAR was so much fun. All 
the activities seemed scary but we were brave 
and faced our fears. Personally, we found high 
ropes the best because it had lots of obstacles 
and it was the scariest but lead us to overcome 
my fear of heights. We also enjoyed quick drop 
because it was an instant shock. The weather 
was great and it allowed us to enjoy our special 
time at PACCAR even more.

Zach B 6H and Neil B 6B A SPACESHIP 
LANDED!
On Wednesday 23rd June, we came into 
school and were surprised to find some 
mysterious debris on the school field. After 
much confusion, all of our questions were 
answered when we had the opportunity to 
visit the crash site which was surrounded by a 
police cordon and police officers. From what 
we could see, we thought it was the remains of 
a satellite from out of space. We spent the day 
investigating and writing creatively. The story 
was even on Sky News. 

Maddie M 6B and Finley PK 6B

KS2 Sports Day
This year’s Sports Day was different to 
other sports days but it was still amazing. 
Everyone was very encouraging to each 
other and proudly sang their house songs. 
Previously St Hubs had won the cup 8 
years in a row; it was a nice change to see 
someone else winning. When Mrs Flower 
was reading out the scores it was very 
tense. St Hubs came 4th, then Layters, 
then Marsham and finally Mumfords, the 
winners. Their Year 6s ran round the field 
with their cup.

Alex M 6H
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